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chequered career. This revived feeling of confidence in other
possibilities than those which his prudent teacher and his near
relation realized for him sprung from this religious source. Shivaji
felt in him what religious enthusiasm alone can inspire, the feeling
that he had a commission which required him to think little of his
own interests and advancement. Of course, he did not himself
realize the full force of this enthusiasm in his earlier years. There
was a good deal of the wild-oats sowing in his earlier exploits, but
the sense that he had a mission to achieve grew with him every
day of his life. It is recorded that on three memorable occasions
he was determined to give up all his possessions and retire from
worldly life to seek salvation, and on all these occasions it was
with great difficulty that his teachers and ministers prevailed on
him to entertain more correct notions of his duty in life.
Throughout his carrier on all occasions of great trial, when the
times were so critical that a single false step would prove the ruin
of all his hopes, he resigned himself to prayer and asked for a sign
and awaited in expectation the manifestation of a higher voice
speaking through him when he was beside himself in a fit of
possession. The ministers were made to write down the reply so
youchsafed for their master's information, and Shivaji acted upon
it with implicit faith, whether that voice told him to make his
peace with Aurangzeb and go to Delhi to be a prisoner of his
enemies or to meet Afzulkhan single-handed hi a possibly mortal
combat These stories of self-resignation and self-possession
distinctly point out and emphasize the fact that it was not merely
secular consideration or deep policy which governed his motions.
The impulse came from a higher part of our common or rather
uncommon nature.
Foreign writers of Indian history have not been able to
understand this feature in Shivaji's character, although more than
his hardihood and enterprise, it was this mental characteristic
which made him a representative man of the age. The only motive
power which is strong enough to move the masses in this country
is an appeal to their religious faith. During the past three hundred
years the whole of India had been visibly moved by the new
contact with the Mahoniedan militant creed, and there had been
action and reaction of a very marked kind. The rise of the
Vaishnava sects represented by the followers of Ramanuja,
Ramanand, and other Puritan teachers had made men feel that
salvation was a concern for all, and that before God's throne there
was no difference between the high-born and the low. This teaching
is the most distinct mark of the doctrines of Ramanand, of Kabir,
of Ramdas, Rohidas, Surdas, Nanak, and Chaitanya, who

